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Abstract. Ultrasonic wedge/wedge-wire bonding is used to connect electrical terminals of

semiconductor modules in power electronics. The wire is clamped with a tool by a normal

force and ultrasonic vibration is transmitted through the wire into the interface between wire

and substrate. Due to frictional processes contaminations like oxide layers are removed from

the contact zone and the surface roughness is reduced, thus the real contact area is increased. In

the next step of bond formation, thermomechanical forces create micro-junctions between the

wire and substrate and the bond strength increases.

The bond parameters like the bond normal force, the ultrasonic vibration amplitude and

the geometry of the clamping tool show a high influence on the strength and reliability of the

wire bond and need to be investigated in detail. Therefore, in this contribution the dynamical

behaviour of the ultrasonic system, the wire and the substrate are modeled in form of substruc-

tures, which are connected by the friction contacts between tool and wire and between wire and

substrate. Approaches for modelling the time variant contact behaviour, the substrate dynamics,

and the model order reduction for a time efficient simulation are described to simulate the full

bonding process.

1 Introduction

Ultrasonic wedge/wedge wire bonding is a well known technology which is industrially used

to connect electrical terminals of semiconductor modules in power electronics. Aluminum wire

is preferably used in heavy wire applications because of its robust bonding behaviour and low

cost. The challenges due to rising electrical power in high power applications, such as wind

turbines, electrical vehicles or solar modules are higher thermal and mechanical stress of the

junctions. The limits of aluminum wire bonds can be overcome by copper wire bonds be-

cause of their significantly higher electrical and thermal conductivity and mechanical stability.

Because of the different material properties, the bonding parameters in copper wire bonding

differ significantly from those of aluminum wire bonding. The ultrasonic power and the normal

bonding forces are about 2 to 3 times higher. Also, the copper wire bonding process reacts

more sensitive to parameter changes and wear of the ultrasonic tool (wedge) is increased. This
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makes manufacturing of reliable copper bond connections challenging, [Chauhan et al. 2014],

[Eichwald et al. 2016] and [Schemmel et al. 2018]. To understand the complex process of bond

formation and for the optimization of the bond parameters, detailed modelling of the highly

dynamical and non linear mechanical contact is essential.

In this contribution, first a description of the bond process and the ultrasonic system is pre-

sented. The contact behaviour between wedge and wire is modeled for micro wear simulations

and geometry optimizations to increase the transmittable tangential force. A time variant con-

tact model and a discretized micro-slip model for the interface between wire and substrate for

simulations of the bond formation are discussed. Substrate dynamics play an important role in

ultrasonic wire bonding, especially when bonding on supple substrates. Therefore, a method for

creating a state space model for the substrate-substructure and a model order reduction, based

on the ”Hankel Singular Values”, are presented.

2 Description of the wire bonding system and the bond process

The bonding system consists of an ultrasonic transducer which is fixed in the bonding ma-

chine by a clamp, Figure 1. The transducer is excited by an oscillating voltage U which is

transformed to a mechanical oscillation by the piezoelectric ceramics. The transducer is op-

erated at the resonance frequency of a longitudinal vibration mode. Typical bond frequencies

of the transducers for heavy wire bonding lie in the range of 40 to 100 kHz. The oscillation

amplitude xT at the tip of the transducer is used to excite a bending mode of the wedge. The

wedge is attached to the transducer by a bolt and transmits the oscillation of the wedge to the

wire. The tip of the wedge for heavy wire bonding has the shape of a v-groove to clamp the wire

by the bond normal force Fbn. The wedge-tip is typically made of tungsten carbide or titanium

carbide [Long et al. 2017].

The bond process is divided into 4 phases. In the first phase (”Pre-Deformation Phase”) a

static ”Touchdown Force” FT D is applied and the wire is clamped between the wedge and the

substrate at the bond position. In the next phase (”Cleaning Phase”), the ultrasonic vibration

xW and the bond normal force Fbn, which can differ from FT D, are applied to the wire, that

starts to move on the substrate. Due to friction processes in the interface, contaminations like

oxide layers are removed and the surface roughness is reduced. Thus the real contact area of

metal-metal contact is increased [Althoff et al. 2015]. In the third phase (”Deformation Phase”),

thermomechanical forces and additional shear stress in the wire due to the ultrasonic vibration

lead to high plastic deformation of the wire, even though the normal force Fbn is not increased

significantly; the effect of high deformation under influence of ultrasonic vibration is known as

the ”Ultrasonic Softening Effect”, [Daud et al. 2007]. In the Deformation Phase, first micro-

junctions are build and the relative motion between wire and substrate is reduced to partial

micro-slip. In the last phase (”Interdiffusion Phase”), the material bond between the wire and

substrate develops. A material flow between wire and substrate can be seen, which is activated

by the ultrasonic induced stress in the interface [Sbeiti 2013].
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Figure 1: Bonding system for heavy wire bonding, consisting of the ultrasonic transducer, driven by the oscillating

voltage U(t), and the wedge, clamping the wire by the bond normal force Fbn. The wedge is excited to a bending

oscillation by the transducer amplitude xT (t) and the wire is excited by the wedge amplitude xW (t).

3 Modelling the contact between wedge and wire

In ultrasonic wire bonding, the contact between wedge and wire fulfills different basic re-

quirements, [Althoff et al. 2016]. First, the contact is crucial for the transmission of the tool tip

oscillation xW to the interface between wire and substrate. On the other hand, slippage between

wedge and wire protects the already bonded wire from damage when ultrasonic vibration is still

applied during the interdiffusion phase. Finally, to guarantee a stable process over hundreds of

thousands of bonds for a cost efficient production of microelectronic products, wear processes

in the v-groove and their influence on the bond formation have to be considered.

An appropriate way for geometry optimizations of the wedge geometry is to use the finite

element simulation under the consideration of plastic deformation of the wire and the nonlinear

frictional contact between wedge and wire, [Althoff et al. 2016], [Eichwald et al. 2017]. The

main parameter of the geometry of the v-groove is the angle α , Figure 2. The angle α influ-

ences the clamping force Fwn by a force enlargement of the bond normal force Fbn and thus

the maximum tangential force, that can be transmitted to the wire. Simulation results show,

that with decreasing tool opening angle α , the ratio Fwn

Fbn
and the transmittable tangential force

increase.

Besides the angle α , the shape of the v-groove has an important influence on the bonding

results; e. g. additional ridges can reduce the slippage between tool and wire and increase the

lifetime of the tool, [Xu et al. 2015]. A change of the tool-tip geometry due to wear processes
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Figure 2: Analysis on the influence of different angles α of the v-groove on the clamping force Fwn, [Althoff et al.

2016].

leads to varying bonding results over the tool-lifetime. In [Eichwald et al. 2016], a finite element

model is presented to simulate the wear in the v-groove based on Fleischer’s wear law:

V̇ =
1

e∗f
Pf (1)

In Eq. 1, Pf is the frictional power and e∗f the frictional energy density as a characteristic

parameter for the wear of the frictional contact. Fleischer’s law is used for calculating the

volume loss in the v-groove by simulating the tangential excitation and the resulting micro-slip

in the contact between wedge and wire. From simulation results of micro wear for different

angles α follows, that an angle α of 90° is beneficial for a constant and uniform volume loss in

the v-groove. This leads to a more stable and robust bond process over hundreds of thousands

of bonds. In Figure 3, the unworn geometry of the v-groove of a tool for a 500 µm copper wire

bond process and the worn geometry after ≈ 100000 bonds can be seen. The worn geometry

of the v-groove leads to a different deformation behaviour; the width of the bond increases

and a less smooth contour of the bond compared to the unworn geometry of the v-groove is

observed, [Broekelmann et al. 2016]. A highly deformed wire as a result of the worn v-groove

can reduce the reliability of the bond connection because of stress induced failure mechanisms

like so called ”heel cracks”, [Celnikier et al. 2011]. When using the worn wedge geometry in

finite element simulations, the influence of the geometry change of the v-groove on the normal

contact pressure distribution between wire and substrate can be seen; for a given bond force Fbn,

the worn wedge geometry leads to a larger interface area with increased width and the mean

normal contact pressure is less, compared to the initial geometry. Additionally, the geometry

change of the v-groove leads to a different clamping force Fwn, thus the transmittable tangential
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force changes.

In summary, different aspects have to be considered for the tool design in heavy wire bond-

ing. For optimizations of the tool geometry, finite element simulations should be used, analyz-

ing the micro-wear processes and the transmittable tangential force in the contact between tool

and wire. The geometry of the unworn geometry should be designed for a high transmittable

tangential force. This can be achieved either by changing the angle α of the v-groove or by

modifying the geometry of the v-groove with additional ridges clamping the wire. From simu-

lation results of micro wear in the contact between tool and wire follows, that an angle α of 90°

is beneficial for a constant and uniform volume loss in the v-groove. This leads to a more stable

and robust bond process over hundreds of thousands of bonds. Both goals, a high transmittable

tangential force and less/uniform micro wear in the contact, can not be achieved with the same

angle α leading to an multiobjective optimization problem.

Figure 3: Wear processes in the v-groove of the wedge (top) and the influence of the worn geometry on the

deformation behaviour of the wire (middle) and normal pressure distribution from finite element simulations in the

interface between wire and substrate (bottom), [Unger 2017].

4 Modelling the bond formation

In the past, several approaches for modelling the bond formation in dependence of the fric-

tion energy have been reported, [Gaul et al. 2009], [Althoff et al. 2013]. In this contribution, a
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differential equation system is used to simulate the bond formation, [Schemmel et al. 2018]:

γ̇ = β Pf ∀ γ < 1

γ̇ = 0 ∀ γ ≥ 1

τ̇ = γ α Pf ∀ Pf ≥ P0

τ̇ = 0 ∀ Pf < P0

(2)

In Eq. 2, the state γ represents the cleaning state of the interface. The cleaning state can have

values from 0 (initial state) up to 1 (fully cleaned). In the cleaning phase, oxide layers and other

contaminations are removed from the interface. Analogous to Fleischer’s law the friction power

Pf (in the partial area of the interface) leads to a rising cleaning state γ due to frictional wear

of oxide layers in the contact. Additionally, the real contact area increases due to deformation

of asperities under the influence of ultrasound, [Bai et al. 2016]. The second state τ represents

the degree of bond strength, which is influenced by the cleaning state and the frictional power

Pf ; remaining oxide layers and contaminations aggravate the bond formation and an activation

power P0 is needed for a rising weld strength, [Gaul et al. 2009]. The coefficients β and α

have to be determined from measurements. In [Althoff et al. 2015], the cleaning phase has been

studied in experiments which can be used to derive the coefficient β , see Figure 4. An adapter

block is used to fix 500 µm copper wires with an inelastic glue. The adapter block is excited

with an oscillation amplitude xs = 12.1 µm. A low excitation frequency of 50 Hz is used for

an isolated investigation of the cleaning process without ultrasonic effects like the additional

deformation of asperities with ultrasound. The results show that due to cleaning processes in

the interface, the friction coefficient increases with increasing frictional energy, that has been

accumulated over the oscillation time.

Figure 4: Experimental investigations of the friction coefficient in the cleaning phase. Two 500 µm copper wires

are glued to an adapter block which is excited with an amplitude xs and a frequency of 50 Hz, [Althoff et al. 2015].

The curve shows the approximation to mutliple single measurements at different normal loads Fn in the range

between 10 N and 150 N.

The simplified differential equation system in Eq. 2 uses the frictional power Pf calculated

by a frictional point contact model. The point contact model can be either applied to the whole
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interface area between wire and substrate, leading to a generalized contact model or a dis-

cretized microslip model where the interface area is discretized into partial contact areas. Due

to the small excitation amplitudes in the range of 1-10 µm in heavy wire bonding, typically no

gross slip between wire and substrate can be seen, except in the cleaning phase. Even though no

sliding between wire and substrate as a whole occurs, there is partial slip in the interface; this

makes a discretized microslip model suitable for a more detailed simulation, considering micro-

and macro-slip, [Hu et al. 2006], [Althoff et al. 2013], [Unger et al. 2016], [Unger 2017].

The interface area is discretized and the normal pressure distribution - which is calculated by

the finite element model - is assigned to the partial areas. In Figure 5, the simulated distribution

of the bond strength can be seen. The bond strength is directly affected by the distribution of

the normal pressure, which affects the frictional power in the partial area. A typical feature

of the bond strength distribution in ultrasonic wire bonding is the elliptical ring shape of areas

with high bond strength which are related to areas of high frictional power during the ultrasonic

excitation of the wire.

Figure 5: Simulated distribution of bond strength (rated from 0 (low) to 1 (high)) at different cut off times of the

bond formation process, using the microslip friction model, [Unger et al. 2016].

5 Modelling the substrate dynamics

The substrate dynamics play an important role in ultrasonic wire bonding, especially when

bonding on supple substrates. For describing the dynamical behaviour of the substrate, the

mode superposition method can be used, [Hatch 2000], [Schemmel et al. 2018]. The modal

matrix and eigenfrequencies as a result of a numerical modal analysis of the substrate are used

to create a state-space representation:

ẋ = A x+B u

y =C x
(3)

In Eq. 3, A is the system matrix, B is the input matrix, and C is the output matrix. The output y

of the system is chosen by the user; in case of modelling the substrate dynamics, the displace-
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ment and velocity output at the bond position are of interest. The model order of the state space

system in Eq. 3 depends on the number of modes, that are taken into account. In order to reduce

the simulation time, the relevance of the states on the selected output are rated by the control-

lability and observability of the states with the ”Hankel Singular Values” (HSV). Therefor, the

gramian matrices of controllability (ΓS) and observability (ΓB) are used, [Hatch 2000]. When

using the balanced transformation of the state space system from Eq. 3, the gramians of the

balanced system are equal, ΓS = ΓB = diag(σ1, . . . ,σn) with σi the HSV.

In this contribution a ”Direct Copper Bonded” (DCB) plate is used as a substructure. The

DCB-plate is fixed at the edge of a rubber plate and the bond position is placed at the edge of

the DCB-plate. In the numerical modal analysis, different types of plate vibration modes can

be seen, Figure 6. In the next step, the HSV are calculated to reduce the order of the state

Figure 6: Results of a numerical modal analysis of the investigated substructure, consisting of a ”Direct Copper

Bonded” (DCB) plate, which is fixed on a rubber plate. Two representative inplane mode shapes of the DCB-

plateare shown.

space sytem. The initial system order consists of 300 modes, leading to 600 states. In Figure 7,

the first 40 HSV, ordered by their magnitude, are shown. For the model order reduction, states

related to HSV with a small magnitude are truncated. In this example, a reduced state space

system with the first 20 states and with the first 10 states was created. The frequency response

of the three state space systems shows, that a very good agreement between the reduced system

(20 states) and the full system (300 states) can be seen. In case of the reduced system with 10

states, less accuracy in the approximation of the full system is reached. In the following, the

reduced order model with 20 states is used for numerical investigation.

With the reduced state space system of the substrate substructure a dynamical system anal-

ysis of the bond formation at two different excitation frequencies is carried out. Therefor, the

whole system behaviour including the substructures of the ultrasonic transducer, the wire mass,

and the substrate are used. A reduced model for the ultrasonic transducer was presented in

[Unger et al. 2015]. Two different excitation frequencies of the transducer are investigated; one

below the first resonance frequency of the substrate ( f1) and one above the last relevant reso-

nance frequency ( f2). The bond duration was chosen in a way that the number of oscillations

at the end of the bond process was the same for both excitation frequencies f1 and f2. The sim-
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Figure 7: The first 40 ”Hankel Singular Values” (HSV) of the state space system of the substrate substructure

(left) and frequency response function of the full and reduced systems (right). In the frequency response, the two

investigated excitation frequencies f1 and f2 are marked by the dashed lines.

ulated velocity amplitudes of the wire and the substrate at the bond position, the bond strength

τ and the phase differences of the movement between the tool and the wire as well as between

the wire and the substrate are depicted in Figure 8. At the excitation frequency f2 the wire

overshoots in the cleaning phase at the beginning of the bond formation and then gets bonded to

the substrate while the wire amplitude decreases. In comparison, the simulation results for the

excitation frequency f1 show a two times higher substrate amplitude and a different behaviour

of the wire movement; as the wire gets bonded to the substrate, the wire amplitude does not

decrease significantly.

The different dynamical behaviour between the two excitation frequencies can be explained

by the over-resonant excitation in case of f2, which can also be seen in the phase differences

between tool and wire and wire and substrate, which are temporarily 180°, depending on the

degree of bond strength τ . In case of bonding with f1, a inphase motion between tool, wire, and

substrate can be seen. The dynamical behaviour has a high influence on the induced frictional

power in the interface between wire and substrate; in case of f2 a higher frictional power due

to the lower substrate amplitudes and the phase difference of the motion between wire and

substrate can be seen. When modelling the bond formation with the differential equation system

in Eq. 2, the time integration of the frictional power Pf leads to a rising bond strength τ and

thus, less saturation in bond formation can be seen for f2.
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Figure 8: Simulation results: velocity amplitude of the wire and the substrate (top), phase difference between the

tool and the wire as well as between the wire and the substrate (middle), frictional power in the interface and the

bond strength τ (bottom), [Schemmel et al. 2018].

6 Conclusions

Modelling the bonding process under consideration of nonlinear contact behaviour and sub-

strate dynamics is essential for a detailed insight of the bond formation behaviour. The contact

between wedge and wire is crucial for the transmission of the vibration amplitude of the wedge

to the wire and for the calculation of wear processes, which influence the geometry of the v-

groove and the normal pressure distribution in the interface between wire and substrate. The

friction contact between wire and substrate shows a time dependent behaviour, depending on

the different bond phases. A differential equation system is used, to simulate the cleaning

and bonding process. For modelling the dynamics of the substructure, the mode superposition

method is used. A model order reduction, based on the concept of rating the relevance of the

states of the system by the HSV leads to a time efficient and accurate reduced model.

A system model, consisting of models of the substructures of the transducer, wire mass, and

the substrate is used to simulate the full bonding process. The simulation results at different

excitation frequencies show a high influence of the substrate dynamics on the bond formation

process; bonding with an excitation frequency higher than the last relevant mode leads to an

over-resonant excitation with lower substrate amplitudes compared to a excitation frequency

below the first resonance frequency.
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